
Parts
The HTD speaker stand consists of four parts, as indicated above:

1. The platform, upon which the speaker sits
2. The post, which connects the platform to the base
3. The base, which is similar to the platform but larger
4. The feet, which you may or may not choose to attach

Assembly
The base and post each contain three drilled holes in the shape of a triangle. Note that the post has

holes on both ends; you may attach the base to either end. First, place the base flat on top of the post, with
the beveled side up, and line up these holes (figure 1). Next, insert the screws into the holes to attach the
base to the post (figure 2). The screws will fit perfectly into the beveling. 

Next, attach the platform to the post. This process is identical to attaching the base to the post. Simply stand the unit on the base,
line up the holes of the post and the platform, and screw the platform to the post.

The unit is now assembled. If you have carpeting, you may want to insert the metal tiptoe feet. This will stabilize the stand and
decouple sound vibrations (created by the speaker) from the floor. To insert the feet, simply screw the feet into each of the holes drilled
into the four corners on the bottom of the base. You may do this by hand (figure 3). Note that the feet are pointed and may damage 
certain surfaces.

For hardwood floors, the HTD Speaker Stand also comes with self-adhesive, circular pads. You may choose to place these on the 
bottom of the base, in place of the metal tip-toe feet, as a cushion between the stand and the floor. The circular pads also help decouple
speaker vibrations from the floor.

Warranty
This product carries a two-year parts and labor warranty. Details of the warranty and return authorization process are available on

our web site. Your warranty registration occurred at the time your order was placed. There is no need to fill out additional forms.

All of us at Home Theater Direct thank you for choosing HTD!
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